Welcome to Google Classroom!

1. Log into Google using your first initial.lastname(ID#)@simivalleyusd.org
   Example: l.carlson123456@simivalleyusd.org

   **Note** you only need @simivalleyusd.org when accessing from home

   Password: You should have it written down in your agenda book

2. Click on the rubik’s cube on the top, right-hand corner

3. Choose Mail

4. After your inbox opens, click on your rubik’s cube again and scroll down on the options. Classroom will be at the bottom

All of your classes will accessible here after you enter the code for each class.
5. Keep in Mind:

You need to “Turn in” your work by selecting the button on the top, right corner of the assignment. DO NOT SHARE unless your teacher asks you to.

You can access your assignment from any computer!